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Una Pro 75 Adjustable Recessed - 2x4 LED 6° 3000K Aluminium

DESIGN BY
Carlotta de Bevilacqua

DESCRIPTION
UNA PRO is the result of a new design approach. The objective was to obtain the same high performance of a
halogen spotlight from a LED one, but at the same time the classic spotlight icon was brought up for
discussion. Thanks to new significant technological innovation, the old concept had to be reinvented and so
did the looks and main features of an entire category of luminaries. Important purposes were also energy and
material saving and light duration. Due to innovative research and a well-proven expertise, the spotlight
system performance is the same as that of previous halogen systems but the overall performance achieved is
much better. In fact, the energy consumption of these spotlights is low, the user’s relationship with the
environment is revolutionary, his interaction with it is free and creative. In addition the the light fixture
appears thin due to the flat profile (only 3 mm).

FEATURES
Article Code: DD0014L00D1W
Colour: Aluminium
Installation: Recessed, Ceiling
Environment: Indoor

Material: Aluminium
Series: Indoor

DIMENSIONS
Length: cm 25
Height: cm 14.7
Weight: kg 0.9

Cutout Width: cm 8

INCLUDED SOURCES
Category: LED
Number: 1
Watt: 14W
Type: 0
Class: A

Color temperature (K): 3000K

LUMINAIRE
Watt: 14W Delivered lumens output (lm): 727lm

CCT: 3000K
Efficiency: 72%
Efficacy: 51.91lm/W
CRI: 85

IP20
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ACCESSORIES

UNA PRO 75 ADJ
Rx1 FRAME - BCO
DD0014IFR10

UNA PRO 75 ADJ
Rx1 FRAME - NRO
DD0014IFR09

UNA PRO 75
COVER PLASTICA
IP 44
DD0014ICLT44
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